All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec005}
============

Maternal smoking during pregnancy is associated with a reduction in birth weight of approximately 250g and is known to adversely affect the health of both fetus and mother.\[[@pone.0170946.ref001]\] Knowledge of the age at onset of faltering fetal growth in association with maternal smoking would be useful evidence to underpin public health advice for mothers not to smoke during pregnancy. The advent of ultrasound in the mid-1980s provided an opportunity to study antenatal fetal size and growth as indices of fetal wellbeing, and there is now a rapidly expanding literature of "fetal epidemiology".

The literature describing associations between maternal smoking and reduced fetal measurements is inconsistent. For example, maternal smoking is associated with reduced second trimester growth in some studies\[[@pone.0170946.ref002],[@pone.0170946.ref003]\] but not all\[[@pone.0170946.ref004]\] and abdominal and proximal muscle growth restriction has been linked to maternal smoking in one population\[[@pone.0170946.ref005]\] but to peripheral fetal growth (i.e. femur length) in others.\[[@pone.0170946.ref002],[@pone.0170946.ref003]\] One study reported an association between exposure to maternal smoking and increased fetal head and arm growth.\[[@pone.0170946.ref006]\] Here we report a systematic review of the literature with meta-analysis to answer the question "at which gestational ages are the associations between exposure to maternal smoking apparent?" In secondary analyses we sought to relate fetal size to high or low cigarette consumption and the cessation of smoking before or during pregnancy.

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

Rationale, inclusion criteria and search strategy {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------

We have previously completed a systematic review linking antenatal size and growth to risk for postnatal outcomes linked to non-communicable diseases\[[@pone.0170946.ref007]\] and then sought to identify which potentially modifiable environmental exposures were linked to reduced fetal size. A database search was carried out in August 2014 and updated in May 2016 using OVID MEDLINE, EMBASE and CINAHL databases. Studies where fetal ultrasound anthropometric measurements related to maternal environmental exposures were included. Papers which related maternal exposures to congenital malformations (e.g. renal cysts) were excluded. The number and diversity of papers identified persuaded us to present the maternal smoking literature separately from other exposures. Search terms were identified after reviewing relevant publications already known to the authors from our earlier work\[[@pone.0170946.ref007]\] and are displayed in [S1 Fig](#pone.0170946.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Papers were also identified from the following cohorts known to have fetal measurement data: the Raine cohort; (<http://www.rainestudy.org.au/>); the EDEN cohort (<https://eden.vjf.inserm.fr>); Southampton Women Survey (SWS, <http://www.leu.soton.ac.uk/sws/>); the Generation R study (<http://www.erasmusmc.nl/epi/research/Generation-R/>); and INMA Mother and Child Cohort Study\[[@pone.0170946.ref008]\]. References of identified papers were also searched to identify additional studies. Abstracts were independently reviewed by two authors and studies which fell within our predefined inclusion criteria were identified and full papers obtained. Ethics approval was not required for this systematic review and meta-analysis since no patient contact took place.

Fetal measurements {#sec008}
------------------

The measurements considered in the first trimester (i.e. ≤13 weeks gestation) were: crown rump length (CRL), biparietal diameter (BPD), head circumference (HC) abdominal circumference (AC) and mean abdominal diameter (MAD). For the second trimester (i.e. 14 to \<28 weeks gestation) and third trimester (i.e. ≥28 weeks) femur length (FL), HC, BPD, MAD, AC and estimated fetal weight (EFW) were considered.

Data synthesis for meta-analysis {#sec009}
--------------------------------

Standardised fetal measurements were derived for each fetal measurement for every population. No interaction terms were sought since our focus was on the relationship between maternal smoking and fetal size. Original data were provided by the custodians of three datasets (Scand_SGA\[[@pone.0170946.ref004],[@pone.0170946.ref009],[@pone.0170946.ref010]\], Prabhu *et al*\[[@pone.0170946.ref003]\] and Pringle *et al*\[[@pone.0170946.ref011]\]) where EFW was derived\[[@pone.0170946.ref012]\] and Z scores for fetal measurements calculated using linear regression which considered sex, gestation and maternal height. Previously unpublished data were also provided in a format for meta-analysis by four other cohorts (\[[@pone.0170946.ref002],[@pone.0170946.ref013],[@pone.0170946.ref014]\] and SWS). Results from one published study\[[@pone.0170946.ref015]\] were also included. Mean absolute and standardised fetal measurements were reported since this paper\[[@pone.0170946.ref015]\] reported only absolute measurements. Where more than one publication arose from a single cohort (e.g. Scand-SGA\[[@pone.0170946.ref004],[@pone.0170946.ref009],[@pone.0170946.ref010]\]), a single dataset was used to derive results for meta-analysis. Z scores (but not absolute values) of MAD and HC were considered as interchangeable measurements for AC and BPD respectively in the meta-analysis. Review Manager (version 5.3.5) was used for meta-analysis. The following secondary analyses were carried out: (i) comparison of fetal measurements between individuals exposed to lower or higher maternal cigarette consumption (ii) comparison of fetal measurements for individuals whose mothers quit before becoming pregnant and never smokers and (iii) comparison of fetal measurements for individuals whose mothers quit during pregnancy and never smokers. The secondary analyses were restricted to those fetal measurement where maternal smoking (yes/no) was associated with altered z scores of fetal measurements. The risk of bias and heterogeneity were explored using funnel plots and I^2^ (for the latter, a value of \>50% was considered indicative of substantial heterogeneity\[[@pone.0170946.ref016]\]). The Effective Public Health Practice Project tool was used to assess the quality of the studies included in the final review (<http://www.ephpp.ca/PDF/Quality%20Assessment%20Tool_2010_2.pdf>).

Results {#sec010}
=======

Study selection {#sec011}
---------------

The search identified 284 abstracts and 16 papers were included in this review,\[[@pone.0170946.ref002]--[@pone.0170946.ref006],[@pone.0170946.ref009]--[@pone.0170946.ref011],[@pone.0170946.ref013]--[@pone.0170946.ref015],[@pone.0170946.ref017]--[@pone.0170946.ref021]\] [Fig 1](#pone.0170946.g001){ref-type="fig"}. Studies were excluded that related maternal smoking to fetal organ volumes including total lung and renal volumes\[[@pone.0170946.ref022],[@pone.0170946.ref023]\], brain\[[@pone.0170946.ref024]\] or kidney\[[@pone.0170946.ref025]\]) and abdominal fat.\[[@pone.0170946.ref026]\] One paper were identified from reading reference lists\[[@pone.0170946.ref009]\]. One publication\[[@pone.0170946.ref027]\] was considered but excluded since the proportion of maternal smoking was very low (2.2%).

![Flow style diagram showing how the papers included in the review were identified.](pone.0170946.g001){#pone.0170946.g001}

Study characteristics {#sec012}
---------------------

There was one small randomised controlled study,\[[@pone.0170946.ref020]\] two case-control studies,\[[@pone.0170946.ref005],[@pone.0170946.ref028]\] one case only study\[[@pone.0170946.ref018]\] and the remainder were prospective cohorts. One paper compared maternal cotinine to fetal measurements\[[@pone.0170946.ref014]\] and the remainder relied upon maternal reported smoking. There were three studies with strong study design,\[[@pone.0170946.ref009],[@pone.0170946.ref014],[@pone.0170946.ref017]\] nine with moderate and four with weak study design;\[[@pone.0170946.ref004],[@pone.0170946.ref015],[@pone.0170946.ref018],[@pone.0170946.ref021]\]. For each study included, [Table 1](#pone.0170946.t001){ref-type="table"} describes the quality of study design, the direction of any association and in which trimester any association was present. See [S1 Table](#pone.0170946.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for full results of the quality control.

10.1371/journal.pone.0170946.t001

###### Summary of results from the papers identified in the systematic review.

![](pone.0170946.t001){#pone.0170946.t001g}

                                                                                                                    Number of pregnant mothers recruited   Study design 1 = strong, 2 = moderate, 3 = weak   Second trimester   Third trimester                       
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ----------------- --- --- --- --- --- ---
  Jeanty 1987 \[[@pone.0170946.ref021]\]                                                                            952                                    3                                                                                              X   X       
  Newnham 1990\[[@pone.0170946.ref015]\]                                                                            535                                    3                                                 ↓                  X                 ↓       ↓   X   ↓   
  Vik 1996\[[@pone.0170946.ref009]\][†](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                                            530 (185 smokers)                      1                                                 X                  X                 X       X   ↓   ↓   
  Bernstein 2000\[[@pone.0170946.ref005]\]                                                                          101 (65 smokers)                       2                                                                                                      ↓   ↓
  Zaren 2000\[[@pone.0170946.ref010]\][†](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                                          865 (550 smokers)                      2                                                 X                  X                 ↓       ↓   X   ↓   
  Lampl 2003\[[@pone.0170946.ref006]\]                                                                              366 (87)                               2                                                 ↑                  X                 ↑       ↑   ↓       
  Hanke 2004\[[@pone.0170946.ref014]\][\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                         183 (25 smokers)                       1                                                 ↓                  X                 X                   
  Pringle 2005\[[@pone.0170946.ref011]\]                                                                            1650 (347 smokers)                     2                                                 X                  X                 X       X   ↓   ↓   
  Jaddoe 2007\[[@pone.0170946.ref002]\]                                                                             7098 (1809 smokers)                    2                                                 X                  ↓                 X       ↓   ↓   ↓   
  Bergsjo 2007\[[@pone.0170946.ref004]\][†](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                                        561 (170 smokers)                      3                                                 X                  X                 X                   
  Veilwerth 2007\[[@pone.0170946.ref018]\]                                                                          269 (all smokers)                      3                                                                                                  X       ↓
  Heil 2008\[[@pone.0170946.ref020]\]                                                                               77 (all smokers)                       2                                                                                                          ↓
  Prabhu 2010\[[@pone.0170946.ref003]\]                                                                             1210 (375 smokers)                     2                                                 X                  ↓                                     
  Iniguez 2012\[[@pone.0170946.ref019]\][\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}[‡](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}   780 (319 smokers)                      2                                                 X                  X                 X   X   ↓   ↓   ↓   ↓
  Lindell 2012\[[@pone.0170946.ref017]\]                                                                            56792 (5822 smokers)                   1                                                                                                          ↓
  Iniguez 2013\[[@pone.0170946.ref013]\][‡](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}                                        2478 (788 smokers)                     2                                                 X                  X                 X   X   ↓   ↓   ↓   ↓

HC = head circumference, BPD = biparietal diameter, AC = abdominal circumference, MAD = mean abdominal circumference, EFW = estimated fetal weight. X = no association present, ↑exposure associated with increased fetal measurement, ↓ exposure associated with reduced fetal measurement and empty boxes indicate that the outcome was not reported.

\*maternal active and passive smoke exposure reported.

^†^reports from the SGA_SCAND study.

^‡^reports form the INMA cohort

Systematic review {#sec013}
-----------------

### Fetal size and maternal smoking {#sec014}

Three publications were based on one cohort\[[@pone.0170946.ref004],[@pone.0170946.ref009],[@pone.0170946.ref010]\] and two publications on a second cohort\[[@pone.0170946.ref013],[@pone.0170946.ref019]\] and results are summarised for each paper. Maternal smoking was not associated with altered first trimester size in the two studies identified.\[[@pone.0170946.ref003],[@pone.0170946.ref013]\] The relationship between maternal smoking and second trimester fetal measurements differed between studies: BPD was reduced in association with maternal smoking in two papers,\[[@pone.0170946.ref014],[@pone.0170946.ref015]\] was increased in a third\[[@pone.0170946.ref021]\] and not changed in eight \[[@pone.0170946.ref002]--[@pone.0170946.ref004],[@pone.0170946.ref009]--[@pone.0170946.ref011],[@pone.0170946.ref013],[@pone.0170946.ref019]\]; FL was reduced in association with maternal smoking in two papers\[[@pone.0170946.ref002],[@pone.0170946.ref003]\] but not in nine \[[@pone.0170946.ref004],[@pone.0170946.ref006],[@pone.0170946.ref009]--[@pone.0170946.ref011],[@pone.0170946.ref013]--[@pone.0170946.ref015],[@pone.0170946.ref019]\]; and AC or MAD was reduced in association with maternal smoking in two studies,\[[@pone.0170946.ref010],[@pone.0170946.ref015]\] increased in one\[[@pone.0170946.ref006]\] and not changed in seven.\[[@pone.0170946.ref002],[@pone.0170946.ref009],[@pone.0170946.ref011],[@pone.0170946.ref013],[@pone.0170946.ref014],[@pone.0170946.ref019]\] In the third trimester, maternal smoking was associated with reduced EFW and AC (or MAD) in all studies reporting these measurements. Third trimester BPD or HC was reduced in fetuses whose mothers smoked in five studies,\[[@pone.0170946.ref002],[@pone.0170946.ref010],[@pone.0170946.ref013],[@pone.0170946.ref015],[@pone.0170946.ref019]\] BPD was increased in one study\[[@pone.0170946.ref006]\] and not associated with maternal smoking in three.\[[@pone.0170946.ref009],[@pone.0170946.ref011],[@pone.0170946.ref021]\] Third trimester femur length was reduced in six studies \[[@pone.0170946.ref002],[@pone.0170946.ref006],[@pone.0170946.ref011],[@pone.0170946.ref013],[@pone.0170946.ref019]\] and not associated with maternal smoking in four studies.\[[@pone.0170946.ref010],[@pone.0170946.ref015],[@pone.0170946.ref018],[@pone.0170946.ref021]\] Fuller details are presented in [S2 Table](#pone.0170946.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Fetal growth and maternal smoking {#sec015}

Maternal smoking was associated with reduced growth in the second or third trimester in all six studies identified.\[[@pone.0170946.ref002],[@pone.0170946.ref005],[@pone.0170946.ref006],[@pone.0170946.ref013],[@pone.0170946.ref017],[@pone.0170946.ref020]\] The studies reported different growth outcomes making meta-analysis impractical, but the magnitude of association between maternal smoking and fetal size differed between studies: maternal smoking was associated with (i) a reduction of 8--10% of standard deviation score for growth in EFW, FL and BPD between 20 and 34 weeks gestation; \[[@pone.0170946.ref013]\] (ii) a mean reduction in EFW between 33 weeks and term of 0.13 z score;\[[@pone.0170946.ref017]\] (iii) a reduction in HC and AC growth equivalent to 0.5mm/week between 13 and 30 weeks gestation\[[@pone.0170946.ref002]\] or reduced AC growth by \~1mm/week between 27 and 37 weeks gestation\[[@pone.0170946.ref005]\]. Abstinence from smoking was associated with increased growth in EFW, FL and AC (approximately 50g/week, 0.3 and 2 mm/week respectively) between 30 and 34 weeks gestation compared to ongoing smoking.\[[@pone.0170946.ref020]\]

### Fetal size and passive smoke exposure {#sec016}

Among non-smoking mothers, exposure to second hand smoke exposure in restaurants (but not home or workplace) was associated with reduced BPD between 20 and 32 weeks but not 32--38 weeks.\[[@pone.0170946.ref019]\] When passive maternal exposure to tobacco smoke was defined as \<10ng/mL plasma cotinine, there was a negative association which approached significance between plasma cotinine and second trimester BPD.\[[@pone.0170946.ref014]\]

Meta-analysis {#sec017}
-------------

The details available from the eight populations included in the meta-analysis are presented in [Table 2](#pone.0170946.t002){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0170946.t002

###### Details available from the studies used in the meta-analysis of the association between maternal smoking status and fetal ultrasound measurements.

![](pone.0170946.t002){#pone.0170946.t002g}

                                           First trimester data available        Second trimester data available   Third trimester data available         Smoking categories compared   Other comments                                                  
  ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ----------------------------- -------------------------------------- --- -------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Newnham 1990\[[@pone.0170946.ref015]\]                                                                           √ (AC, BPD and FL at 18 weeks)                                       √ (AC, BPD and FL at 34 weeks)             No                   Smoking status ascertained at each ultrasound assessment. Identifies ex-smokers. Data presented separately by gender, data for boys used for meta-analysis. Number exposed to smokers \>20 cpd very small and comparison between smoking categories was not carried out
  Hanke 2004\[[@pone.0170946.ref014]\]                                                                             √ (AC, BPD and FL at 22 weeks)         √                                                                        No                   Smoking status determined once (at recruitment). Identifies passive smoke exposed. Z score adjusted for gestation
  Pringle 2005\[[@pone.0170946.ref011]\]   √ (CRL and FL 13 weeks)               √                                 √ (AC, BPD, EFW and FL at 20 weeks)    √                             √ (AC, BPD, EFW and FL at 32 weeks)    √   1--9 vs 10--20 cpd   Smoking status determined once (at recruitment). Identifies quit during pregnancy. Z score adjusted for sex, maternal height, gestation.
  Jaddoe 2006\[[@pone.0170946.ref002]\]    √ (HC and FL at 13 weeks)             √                                 √ (AC, HC, EFW and FL at 21 weeks)     √                             √ (AC, HC and FL at 30 weeks)          √   1--5 vs ≥10 cpd      Smoking status determined in each trimester. Identifies quit during pregnancy. Z score adjusted for gestation
  Prabhu 2010\[[@pone.0170946.ref003]\]    √ (CRL 11 weeks)                      √                                 √ (AC, BPD, EFW and FL at 20 weeks)    √                                                                        1--9 vs ≥10 cpd      Smoking status determined in the first and third trimesters. Identifies quit during pregnancy and ex smokers. Z score adjusted for sex, maternal height, gestation
  Iniguez 2013\[[@pone.0170946.ref013]\]   √ (EFW, BPD, AC and FL at 12 weeks)   √                                 √ (AC, BPD, EFW and FL at 20 weeks)    √                             √ (AC, BPD and FL at 32 weeks)         √   No                   Smoking status determined once (32 weeks gestation) Identifies ex smokers. Z score adjusted for sex, maternal height, gestation
  SWS                                      √ (AC and HC at 11 weeks)             √                                 √ (AC, HC and FL at 19 weeks)          √                             √ (AC, HC and FL at 34 weeks)          √   No                   Smoking status determined once (at recruitment). Z score adjusted for gestation, sex, maternal age, education, height and BMI
  Scand_SGA                                                                                                        √ (MAD, BPD, EFW and FL at 18 weeks)   √                             √ (MAD, BPD, EFW and FL at 33 weeks)   √   1--9 vs 10--19 cpd   Smoking status determined once (at recruitment). Z score adjusted for sex, and gestation

SWS = Southampton Women Survey. cpd = cigarettes per day. BPD = biparietal diameter, HC = head circumference, FL = femur length, AC = abdominal circumference, MAD = mean abdominal diameter, EFW = estimated fetal weight.

√ = fetal measurement available.

### First trimester size {#sec018}

Among two cohorts, there was increased AC z score (mean increased 0.09 z score \[95% CI 0.00, 0.18\], p = 0.04) for fetuses exposed to maternal smoking compared to unexposed fetuses, [Table 3](#pone.0170946.t003){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 2](#pone.0170946.g002){ref-type="fig"}. No other fetal measurement was associated with maternal smoking, [Table 3](#pone.0170946.t003){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0170946.t003

###### Summary of meta-analyses relating maternal smoking to absolute and standardised second and third trimester fetal measurements.

![](pone.0170946.t003){#pone.0170946.t003g}

                                                                      First trimester                             Second trimester                                                           Third trimester                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Biparietal Diameter (or Head Circumference for Z scores)            [¶](#t003fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}        -0.01\[-0.08, 0.06\]3 cohortsn = 7,423                                     -0.23mm\[-0.59, 0.14\]6 cohortsn = 7,165                                         -0.09\[-0.16, -0.01\][†](#t003fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}7 cohortsn = 14,522   -0.87mm\[-1.53, -0.20\][‡](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}4 cohortsn = 4,614     -0.18\[-0.23, -0.13\] [‡](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}5 cohortsn = 12,195
  Femur Length                                                        -0.02 mm\[-0.28, 0.23\]2 cohortsn = 4,808   0.04\[-0.04, 0.13\]2 cohortsn = 5,248                                      -0.22mm\[-0.35, -0.10\][‡](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}8 cohortsn = 15,101   -0.06\[-0.16, -0.01\][†](#t003fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}7 cohortsn = 14,730   -1.04mm\[-1.44, -0.63\] [‡](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}6 cohortsn = 12,645   -0.27\[-0.32, -0.21\] [‡](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}5 cohortsn = 12,490
  Abdominal Circumference (or Mean Abdominal Diameter for z scores)   -0.33mm\[-1.10, 0.44\]2 cohortsn = 3,307    0.09\[0.00, 0.18\][†](#t003fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}2 cohortsn = 3,516   -0.71mm\[-3.14, 1.72\]7 cohortsn = 12,086                                        -0.05\[-0.13, 0.03\]7 cohortsn = 13,092                                        -3.58mm\[-4.54, -2.63\] [‡](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}5 cohortsn = 11,294   -0.19\[-0.24, -0.13\] [‡](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}5 cohortsn = 12,505
  Estimated Fetal Weight                                              [\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}       [\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                      -2.01g\[-6.92, 2.89\]5 cohortsn = 10,730                                         -0.03\[-0.08, 0.03\]5 cohortsn = 10,583                                        -66.2g\[-112.9, -19.5\] [‡](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}4 cohortsn = 9,370    -0.18\[-0.24, -0.11\] [‡](#t003fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}4 cohortsn = 9,471
  Crown Rump Length                                                   -1.24mm\[-2.74, 0.25\]2 cohortsn = 2,056    -0.08\[-0.19, 0.03\]2 cohortsn = 1,861                                     [\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                            [\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                          [\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                             [\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}

Values are presented as value for fetuses exposed to maternal smoking relative to unexposed fetuses.

\*not measured at this gestation,

^†^p≤0.05,

^‡^p\<0.001

^¶^ BPD only measured in one cohort.

![Mean z scores for femur length, abdominal circumference and biparietal diameter for fetuses exposed to maternal smoking relative to non-exposed fetuses.\
The vertical lines correspond to 95% confidence intervals.](pone.0170946.g002){#pone.0170946.g002}

### Second trimester size {#sec019}

Maternal smoking was associated with reduced absolute (p = 0.001) and z score (p = 0.04) FL, [Table 3](#pone.0170946.t003){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 2](#pone.0170946.g002){ref-type="fig"}. Maternal smoking was associated with reduced BPD/HC z score (p = 0.03), Figs [2](#pone.0170946.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#pone.0170946.g003){ref-type="fig"}, but not with EFW or AC, [Table 3](#pone.0170946.t003){ref-type="table"}. The I^2^ values for heterogeneity between studies exceeded 50% for all absolute fetal measurements except FL and also for standardised measurements for BPD and AC. [S2 Fig](#pone.0170946.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} present forest plots for comparisons of standardised measurement and [S3 Fig](#pone.0170946.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} presents the differences in absolute measurements between fetuses whose mothers did and did not smoke. [S4 Fig](#pone.0170946.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows funnel plots for estimates of second trimester standardised scores.

![Forest plots demonstrating the association between maternal smoking and fetal head size (biparietal diameter or head circumference) in the second trimester (panel A) or the third trimester (panel B).](pone.0170946.g003){#pone.0170946.g003}

### Third trimester size {#sec020}

Maternal smoking was associated with reduced absolute and z score values for all fetal measurements, [Table 3](#pone.0170946.t003){ref-type="table"}, Figs [2](#pone.0170946.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#pone.0170946.g003){ref-type="fig"}. The results were unchanged when z scores for MAD (from the Scand_SGA cohort) were removed from the AC analysis and when z scores for HC results were removed from the BPD analysis (SWS data and Generation R^2^), data not presented. The heterogeneity test across studies was significant for all absolute measurements but for none of the standardised measurements. [S5 Fig](#pone.0170946.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} presents forest plots and I^2^ values comparisons of z scores and between fetuses whose mothers did and not smoke and [S6 Fig](#pone.0170946.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} present differences in the absolute fetal measurements.

### Secondary analyses {#sec021}

Comparisons between individuals with high relative to low maternal cigarette consumption demonstrated a borderline significant reduction in second trimester BPD z score for the high compared to the low consumption group (four populations, mean reduction 0.09 \[0, 0.19\] p = 0.05) ([S3 Table](#pone.0170946.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and also for third trimester BPD z score (three populations, mean reduction 0.15 \[0.03, 0.26\] p = 0.01) and FL z score (three populations, mean reduction 0.17 \[0.06, 0.28\] p = 0.003), [S4 Table](#pone.0170946.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. There was no reduction in second or third trimester fetal measurements for individuals whose mothers quit during pregnancy compared to non-smokers, [S3](#pone.0170946.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pone.0170946.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables. There was no difference between second trimester measurements for those whose mothers had quit before becoming pregnant and whose mothers had never smoked.

Discussion {#sec022}
==========

This systematic review of the literature and meta-analysis were designed to describe the gestation at which exposure to maternal smoking became associated with reduced antenatal fetal size and growth. Biparietal diameter and femur length were reduced by at least 0.06 standard deviations (SD) by the second trimester, and all fetal measurements were reduced in the third trimester, typically by 0.2 SD. The reductions in fetal size associated with maternal smoking are statistically significant but small. In the studies where data were available, we also observed an exposure-response relationship for maternal cigarette consumption and reduced second and third trimester fetal head size, and we saw no evidence of reduced measurements among fetuses whose mothers quit before or after becoming pregnant compared to non-smokers. Collectively our findings support current public health advice that mothers should quit whilst pregnant\[[@pone.0170946.ref029]\] and also suggest that harm reduction might be achieved by reduced cigarette consumption and this now needs exploring in longitudinal studies.

Heterogeneity between studies is not unexpected given the different methodologies used, and in particular some different covariates were included when z scores were derived, but the direction of effect of maternal smoking was consistent although the magnitude did vary. The I^2^ values for standardised fetal measurements indicated little/moderate heterogeneity was likely,\[[@pone.0170946.ref016]\] whereas those for absolute measurements indicated the presence of considerable/substantial heterogeneity.\[[@pone.0170946.ref016]\] Heterogeneity for the differences in absolute fetal measurements associated with maternal smoking between studies was most likely explained by not considering covariates, especially gestational age. Funnel plots for second trimester standardised measurements demonstrated heterogeneity for BPD and AC but, acknowledging that there were fewer than the ideal number of ten studies included in the analysis,\[[@pone.0170946.ref030]\] the plots appeared symmetrical and suggested no obvious bias.

Strength of this work are its novelty and the use of unpublished data from many cohorts for meta-analysis. Among the cohorts included, the fewest number of confounders were included when adjusting fetal measurements from the Generation R study and the greatest for SWS and the reduction in second trimester femur length SD score was greater for the Generation R study compared to SWS (see [S2 Fig](#pone.0170946.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and it is possible that consideration of more variables would yield a less obvious association between maternal smoking and fetal femur length in the Generation R study participants. However, it is notable that the absolute femur length measurements were considerably shorter for the Generation R study participants compared to SWS so a corresponding discrepancy in standardised measurements is not unexpected. Furthermore, two cohorts included in the meta-analysis have already described differences in absolute femur length between exposed and unexposed fetuses after adjustment for a comprehensive list of variables.\[[@pone.0170946.ref002],[@pone.0170946.ref003]\]

The fetus has traditionally been thought to have a privileged position where it was protected from the adverse effects of environmental exposures by the maternal-placental "unit", but it is clear that maternal smoking affects fetal wellbeing and growth. Whilst a study such as ours cannot prove causation (although the trial of Heil *et al*\[[@pone.0170946.ref020]\] points to causation), our results fulfil many of the Bradford Hill\[[@pone.0170946.ref031]\] criteria including strength, consistency, temporality and biological gradient. Our secondary analyses showed that cessation before and shortly after becoming pregnant was not associated with reduced fetal size and this suggests that the mechanisms affecting fetal growth are predominantly acting in the second half of pregnancy and not before or during early pregnancy. Although maternal smoking may be causally related to small fetal size, other factors such as maternal diet, alcohol and physical activity might be linked to both fetal growth and smoking and partly explain the associations we have observed.

This systematic review has some limitations. First maternal smoking during pregnancy is known to be underreported by mothers\[[@pone.0170946.ref032]\], and among the studies we considered maternal smoking was only objectively measured in one study\[[@pone.0170946.ref014]\], thus the magnitude of the association between maternal smoking and small fetal size is likely to be underestimated. Second, the results were restricted to observations made in Western populations and thus may not be generalisable to all populations. Third, secondary analyses were restricted to a subset of populations and it is possible that some of the comparisons would have achieved significance with a larger sample size. Fourth, first trimester dimensions are technically difficult to measure and the absence of association with maternal smoking may at least partly reflect reduced accuracy of measurements, and additionally first trimester data were only available from two cohorts, in one of whom reduced first trimester crown rump length has been reported for fetuses whose mothers who both smoke and do not take folic acid.\[[@pone.0170946.ref033]\] Finally, data were not available to link maternal smoking in specific trimesters to fetal size in each trimester.

In summary, maternal smoking during pregnancy is associated with reduced fetal size and growth from the second trimester. The relationship between maternal exposure to second hand smoke should be further explored since this exposure is associated with reduced birth weight.\[[@pone.0170946.ref034]\]

A PRISMA checklist is available as a supporting information ([S1 Checklist](#pone.0170946.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The page numbers described in this checklist correspond to page number on the manuscript as submitted and not the manuscript as published.
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